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How does your company
approach obsolesce? I have
a system that is going to
cost me a lot to replace

because I’m told that it will not be
supported in two years. I certainly
won’t replace it with the manufac-
turer I have now. 

Digital Payment Technologies – Our
company attempts to make products “back-
ward compatible” as long as possible. How-
ever, when discontinuation is inevitable, we
attempt to present a long-term plan to
clients so they can continue to receive sup-
port for as long as possible and then have a
migration path to a newer technology. 

Federal APD – We design our hardware
and software components to be backward
compatible with our existing technologies
so to maximize our clients’ investment. As
facility and operational requirements
change, our solutions provide a migration
path that allows for system upgrades with-
out having to “forklift” the entire existing
parking control system.

Hamilton – We currently support the majority of our equip-
ment, even products 15 years or older.

Integra Park – Telling someone that you just won’t support an
old version anymore is a non-starter. They need to at least have the
option of purchasing a stock of spare parts. Or, as in our case, so
long as they pay the annual maintenance fee, we support them
regardless.

Mackay Meters – We use modular technology wherever possi-
ble, allowing for the integration of new technology. Where upgrade
is not possible, we often offer trade-in value on old meters.

1

Metric Parking – We notify the customer in writing when we
project a two-year life on parts available and guarantee that for two
years they will be available. And after that, it will be first-come,
first served on the parts left. We also offer a trade in on our new
models of equipment in an attempt to keep that customer.

POM – Over the past six years, we have gravitated to off-the-
shelf handheld devices and Microsoft Access-based software to
make them more easily upgradeable. We work to make our soft-
ware backward compatible with previous versions of POM meters,

The Readers Ask –
The Vendors Reply

QUESTIONS FOR REVENUE CONTROL VENDORS

Parking Today reached out to more than 7,000 of our readers by e-mail and asked what they would
like to know from revenue control manufacturers. We then edited those questions and sent them out
to 25 different companies. The 12 companies below responded to our request.
We discovered that our readers wanted to know a lot, and that our respondents wanted to say a lot.
So we have divided this response into a number of parts. What follows is Part I, with Part 2 –
including questions about parking meters, the cost of parking equipment, delivery time, service
agreements, lane counting systems, and cash vs. credit – in future issues.
Note that we have edited some of the responses for length; however, we did not change the answer
or the tone. If a company is not listed as a responder, they either elected not to respond or felt the
question not appropriate for their product line. Editor.

Continued on Page 20
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Visit the website to view animated 

movies showing StreetSmart   

Technology™ in action.

For more information contact:  
StreetSmart Technology LLC 
Phone: (203) 222-0203  
Email: sales@streetsmarttechnology.com 
http://streetsmarttechnology.com

Main Street, USA:
The StreetSmart Portal™ provides a 
powerful view of the city’s entire on-
street parking operation... intelligently 
monitoring, enforcing and maintaining 
the meters 24/7.

A Revolutionary New System  

Transforms Municipal On-Street Parking

With StreetSmart Technology™, every city parking meter can be monitored, enforced, 
repaired and collected...through an intelligent wireless network that revolutionizes 
on-street parking management. StreetSmart Automated Parking Solutions™ is the first 
system that gives parking managers the tools to transform their operation.

Imagine your on-street parking operation with:

 Dramatically increased revenue and turnover

 Reduced congestion and emissions

 Labor savings from work orders sent wirelessly to  

enforcement, maintenance and collection staff

 A web-enabled portal showing city-wide meter  

status laid over a geo-map
TRANSFORM CHAOS INTO CONTROL. GET STREETSMART.

wirelessly connected meters 
exchange data with the 

StreetSmart Portal™

into

™
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Every day your customers depend on you. 
They leave their cars in your parking garage 
or with your valet and assume everything will 
be fine. But things can go wrong. Vehicles 

disappear from parking garages. Valets crash cars. 
Pedestrians trip on potholes. And customers file claims.

So who can you depend on? For more than 
25 years, Alliant Insurance Services has been offering 
complete insurance solutions for all types of parking 
operations. We can help you prevent and manage 
risks while making sure you have the most appropriate 
coverage for your business. Contact us today.

(866) 805-7275, Ext. 775
kphillips@alliantinsurance.com

An Affinity Partner

Customers depend on you. Who can you depend on?
Alliant, the specialty insurance leader.
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and our current and future meters more easily integrated with that
system. We support more than one handheld device in case one is
discontinued, such as was the case with the Dell PDA. Electronic
components, however, often become obsolete in five to- eight
years. And that is totally out of our control, so we recommend that
our customers purchase a good supply of spares.

Scheidt & Bachmann – The design of our software is back-
ward and forward compatible, but to
be completely open, much of the
software component is a derivative of
the operating platform and database
configuration available on the mar-
ket. A good example of this was the
last transition from NT-platformed
systems to XP-platformed systems.
The migration from NT to XP had an impact not only on the
PARCS software component but the CPU hardware as well.
Depending on where you fall from an equipment age perspective,
there could have been a substantial additional investment on a sys-
tem less than three to four years old. 

Hardware, especially CPUs, is in constant flux. Our recom-
mendation is to consider not only the price of a new system, but to
anticipate a dollar amount necessary to cover the system life cycle.
It is not unusual for a system to have an overall site life of 10 to 15
years with proper planning and engineering, but this will require a
level of system updates throughout the 15-year time span. 

Skidata – We try to protect the investment a customer makes
when purchasing a Skidata revenue control system with annual
software releases, which introduce new features and functionality
demanded by the market. When new hardware is introduced, the
older hardware compatibility is maintained in the new software
releases. This allows customers to add new hardware to their exist-
ing system whenever their budget allows, while at the same time
taking advantage of the latest software features. 

Standard Parking Systems – We will try to work through the
obsolescence with direct replacement parts or offer a discount-
ed/credit-back price for the discontinued equipment.

T2 Systems – (We) provide our
software T2 Flex to customers on a
subscription basis. The subscription
includes access to all additional fea-
tures within the software pack that the
customer originally subscribed to for
the duration of the contract. It also
keeps us on our toes and providing

good customer care. After all, at the end of the subscription con-
tract, if they are not happy, the customers could walk away.

WPS – Our system has had upward compatibility since 1991
… therefore eliminating this problem. It has made new system
releases more complicated and expensive, while also risking cer-
tain “complete” technological advances.. The only expense was
the software application and very inexpensive costs for hardware
upgrades. In addition, the complexity already faced by most own-
ers and operators using PC-style applications and terminals adds
some operational challenges. 

The Readers Ask – The Vendors Reply
from Page 18

Continued on Page 22

Ask if we return our
customers’ calls promptly.
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Zeag – We understand the importance of maintaining the
best possible technology on a site and the balance of acquir-
ing updated equipment and the site’s profitability. At Zeag,
the production life cycle of new equipment is seven years, and
we continue to make parts available for eight years following
the end of production. If, therefore, you purchased equipment
at the end of its production cycle, that equipment would be
supported for an additional eight years. Our equipment is also
designed to be backward compatible, meaning that major
components of new equipment are designed to function in
existing equipment with little or no modification to the 
system. 

Talk about solar power and battery life on
meters, pay-and-display and pay-by-
space equipment. What is the expectation
of the battery life on P and D vs. P by S?

Also, isn’t used-battery disposal an environmental
problem? How should I deal with it? 

Digital Payment Technologies – In theory, P and D
should last longer on battery-only power than P by S, given
that P by S often requires an extra step to generate a receipt
and they also can require online communications when oper-
ating multiple machines servicing common spaces. However,
P by S meters also can save potential battery life by making
printing a receipt optional, which can save power and paper.
There are so many factors that can influence battery life that
each situation must be looked at individually to estimate exact
battery life. For the disposal of old batteries, numerous recy-
cling centers will take used batteries and recycle them. Gel
cells and sealed lead-acid batteries are commonly used in
multi-space parking meters, and virtually any place that sells
batteries will take them back. In fact, most state laws require
it, and many recyclers will pay you to take them as the lead in
the battery is a valued commodity. The same recycling
process applies to gel cell batteries as with automotive batter-
ies, but not all retailers will understand this fact. To find a
recycling depot for your parking batteries, contact the Battery
Council International at (312) 664-6610 or your local waste
agency.

Mackay Meters – Our P and D and P by S machines have
the same expectation of the battery life in solar configuration.
We do have a “green” battery option.

Metric – Depending on the environment, machine place-
ment, preventive maintenance and usage will vary the battery
life. In general, you should expect a two- to three-year life
expectancy. Pay-by-space machines use more power since
they communicate more often than a P and D machine. Bat-
tery disposal is an environmental issue only if they are not
properly disposed. Many places take old batteries and dispos-
es of them properly and re-use the lead (check the yellow
pages or Google).

POM – We found that having a solar pack made the meter
more expensive and did not completely do away with the need
for a battery. We have had the best experience with a 6V (4

The Readers Ask – 
The Vendors Reply
from Page 20

Continued on Page 24
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Spandrel Sleeve 
Fills the Void
NEW FROM HIGH CONCRETE ACCESSORIES

The new Spandrel Sleeve 
facilitates a through-bolted
connection between spandrels
and columns on the inboard
side. Its short length creates an
efficient, clean connection void
within the thickness of the
spandrel.

High Concrete Accessories are
fast, attractive, and economical,
engineered to eliminate makeshift
embedments cobbled together
from scrap materials. 08-2583
or vi

A time and money 
saving solution for:
• Quick and easy installation
• Creates a solid connection for

speedy construction
• Compact size minimizes 

reinforcing interference
• Noncorrosive, nonreactive 
• Attractive, tight-fitting, 

protective, removable closure
caps in a variety of standard
and custom colors to match
any concrete

• Multiple lengths available
• Eliminates costly, time-

consuming, weather-sensitive
grouting and patching when
caps are used

Call 1.800.508.2583 or visit 
www.highconcreteaccessories.com
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Reduce Your Carbon Footprint & Your Budget
with Alt Fuel Solutions from Creative Bus Sales

CNG, Propane and Hybrid

Ford & Chevy Chassis
Available

Fed Tax Credits Available

Lock-In Fuel Prices @ Under
$2.50 per Gallon

Trade-Ins Welcome

(800) 326-2877
For More Info Contact Creative Bus Sales

www.creativebussales.com

Our Conversion Facility Can Modernize Your Existing
Fleet to Run on Eco Friendly CNG or Propane

AA) battery pack, which has 2850 mAhours of life, which equals
roughly double the battery life for half the cost of a 9V lithium. We
have customers reporting two to 2.5 years on-street battery life in
their POM single-space meters using these battery packs. Because
these are alkaline batteries, there are no toxic waste issues as there
are with lithium batteries. 

What questions do you suggest I ask when I
check your references? 

Digital Payment Technologies – What changes
has the vendor made in their products over the past

three years that have added value to the original purchase? Does
the vendor have proven installation examples of the feature capa-
bilities they claim to support? What has the vendor done to take
advantage of advances in technology and deliver integration with
other technologies in the parking operation? How would you rate
the company’s response to product problems? What options does
the company provide with regard to obtaining service? Is it restrict-
ed to the telephone, or do they offer on-site service, web-based
training, knowledge-based articles, and/or e-mail support?

Federal APD – In addition to the standard functionality ques-
tions, it is essential that you focus on system performance. Local-
ly available service and technical support, the availability of spare
parts and loaners, what kind of response time can be anticipated
during downtimes, how knowledgeable and capable is the local

service staff. Is after-hours service available? How is training
facilitated? Can I attend training classes; can I attend follow-up
classes? ... 

Hamilton – Ask for locations where you can view the equip-
ment and speak with the current owner/operator.

Integra Park – Ask about responsiveness to problems,
requests for new features, training before cutover, and support
during cutover. The amount of “real world” time to fix a problem,
not just what’s called for in the agreement, is the important thing.

MacKay Meters – How well is the equipment running? How
responsive is the company if you are having problems?

Metric Parking – Quality of sales and service support. Did
the machine meet your expectations? How well does the solar
work (how many battery issues did they have in the first year)?
How long have the machines been installed? What environment
are they operating in?

POM – Ask about our quality and service. Ask if we return
our customers’ calls promptly. Ask if they are glad they chose
POM meters, if their revenues increased, if the software and hand-
held devices are easy to use. 

Scheidt & Bachmann – What are the skill sets of the ven-
dor’s staff that assisted in the “application” planning component
of the solution? What has been the experience of the installation /
transition segment of the project? Did the installed solution meet
your operational and revenue expectations? How is the system
currently supported and serviced? What is the long-term stability
of your PARCS partner? Would you do it again with the same
vendor? 

Skidata – Has the system exceeded your expectations? Have
you experienced a significant increase in revenue since installing

the new system? Have you lowered your operating expenses?
From a service perspective, is the system more reliable? Are
you utilizing all of the features available with the system? 

Standard Parking Systems – Does the equipment work
as it was explained during the sale? Is there prompt and ade-
quate support for any problems? Are you happy with the pur-
chase, and has it helped your business succeed. How?

T2 Systems – When checking reference for any vendor,
I ask about the customer service or product experience first.
Establishing that the product or service meets my needs is
the price of entry for the vendor to do business with my com-
pany. Then I spend the majority of the call digging into the
vendor’s service and customer relationship philosophy, to
make sure it aligns with my approach to business and my
company’s needs. Another simple question to ask: “Would
you recommend this product / service to your friends and col-
leagues?” If the answer is not a confident “Yes,” then there
are obviously issues … then you can start digging for
specifics.

Zeag – Inquire about the reliability of the equipment,
ease of service, quality of installation, quality of training and
after-the-sale support from the company providing the prod-
uct or service. It is also important to inquire about the
provider’s direct or indirect relationship with the manufactur-
er and to obtain a reference from the manufacturer and, when
possible, involve the manufacturer in the process.

Everyone is talking about PCI (payment
card industry) compliance. How can I be
sure you are certified as compliant, and
is there a cost for this feature? What are

you doing to keep that cost down?

The Readers Ask – The Vendors Reply
from Page 22

3
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request a copy of the letter from the authorized agent who con-
ducted the testing to assure compliance. Skidata does not charge
an itemized fee for the PCI compliance. (It) has been proactive
and has made a significant development investment in PCI. Make
sure your solution meets the latest PCI requirements, as PCI is not
a one-time purchase. The best practices and requirements are con-
stantly changing. These costs have been built into the standard
product and distributed between new system software sales and
software updates.

Standard Parking Systems – PCI compliance requires certi-
fication by an outside source / auditor. This is something that the
developer needs to pay for and supply as a feature of the system. 

WPS – We have been involved in credit card payment trans-
actions since 1989. ... There is a simple way to check online for
PCI “certified” and PCI “recognized” partners. The PCI police
are adding more regulatory control every year and forcing fees
associated with annual licensing via specific credit card agents
(leeches) that are not controlled by the parking vendors or end
users. Welcome to Capitalism in Parking. 

Zeag – Request a copy of the certification letter that ensures
that the system is compliant. Ensure that the manufacturer certi-
fies that both the hardware and software are compliant and that
the software version(s) are compliant. To a large degree, the
cost(s) associated with compliance are not controlled by the sys-
tem provider, but by the requirements of the standard. Zeag soft-
ware including the credit card security component is modular by
design, allowing enhancements to non-credit-related functions
without requiring costly resubmissions.

To be continued …
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Digital Payment Technologies – The only way to be assured
that a manufacturer is compliant is for the manufacturer to pro-
vide letters from Visa stating that the manufacturer has completed
a third-party audit of their products to confirm they are validated
under the Payment Applications Data Security Standard (PA-
DSS). Self assessments are still valid, but they depend on the
manufacturer fully understanding the specification requirements,
which can lead to inaccurate responses to self-assessment ques-
tionnaires. If a manufacturer has done only a self-assessment, the
manufacturer should still be required to provide a PA-DSS or
PABP Implementation Guide that outlines exactly how the equip-
ment addresses each PCI requirement.

For manufacturers that also provide online credit card pro-
cessing services on their equipment for multiple clients, they must
also provide a letter from Visa stating that they have completed a
third-party audit of their company and servers to confirm they are
PCI Compliant as a Level 1 Service Provider. This third party
assessment is mandatory under PCI for Level 1 Service Providers.
At this time, our company absorbs the costs for PCI compliance
and builds in these costs as part of our standard development costs
in on-going product sales and extended warranty pricing.

Federal APD – As a manufacturer, if you have received an
independent certification as recognized by Visa, then you will be
listed on Visa’s web page. If you have a Federal APD system pur-
chased prior to the CISP rules, you can easily and inexpensively
upgrade your software and firmware to CISP certified software
and firmware (available from your local distributor). If you are
purchasing a new system, it will come to you already certified
and there will be no additional cost. Federal APD is keeping the
cost reasonable to existing customers even though there are annu-
al costs to keeping the certification. (It) recognizes the
importance of being CISP compliant and therefore is making
this available to existing customers for a nominal charge. 

Hamilton – To be sure an application is certified, visit
www.Visa.com/CISP.

Integrapark – There seems to be some confusion about
who needs to be PCI-certified, mostly because of the number
of acronyms floating around. Basically, it’s the parking oper-
ator that needs to be PCI-compliant, if they take credit cards.
For them to be compliant, the applications they use (revenue
control, billing, etc.) need to be certified as PA-DSS compli-
ant (Payment Application Data Security Standard) if those
apps touch credit card data. PA-DSS has replaced PABP as
the standard for applications. 

MacKay Meters – MacKay provides a PCI certificate of
compliance for its credit card transaction process. There is no
additional cost for this feature.

Metric Parking – Check the vendor’s or service
provider’s PCI certification certificate. There is a cost for this
service, and we just pass it on without a markup. We as a
manufacturer have no control of this cost.

Scheidt & Bachmann – The target established by the
credit card consortium is dynamic and fluid. What you need
to check on is if the solution is currently successfully
assessed (easy to check in that the Visa website lists the
approved applications). What are the plans for future assess-
ment should the requirement change? And based on the com-
pany’s financial health, will there be resources allocated to
manage this proposition? The only thing we can do at this
time is to stay current as to the requirements to remain prop-
erly assessed. 

Skidata – You can check the Visa website to determine if
the Payment Application is certified or not. You can also

PT
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Traffic.com, a Navteq brand and a leading source of traffic
solutions for consumers, provides free real-time tools to help com-
muters plan carefully for the road ahead, cutting driving time and
gas bills.

Traffic.com suggests the following gas-saving measures to
help commuters conserve fuel: 

1. Check your tire pressure. Under-inflated tires reduce gas
mileage by 3%. 

2. Lighten your load. Removing 100 lbs of unneeded weight
improves mileage by 2%. 

3. Avoid sitting in traffic. Some newer models of navigation
systems provide real-time traffic for the latest and most
comprehensive traffic information available. 

4. Update your GPS navigation maps. Taking the quickest
route with the most up-to-date map information reduces
time on the road. 

You can save gas by driving on highways instead of local
streets, even if it is farther. According to the United States Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, the average difference between
highway and city gas mileage is about 30%. Thus, 100 miles of
steadily moving highway traffic should burn the same amount of
gas as 70 miles of stop-and-go, city-type driving in the average car.

Your fastest drive may also be your cheapest. At Traffic.com,
you can enter a starting and ending address in the Check Your
Drive Time calculator to compare the direct drive with the fastest
drive taking into consideration current traffic conditions.

Your most efficient journey begins with a GPS navigation sys-
tem tune up. Update your GPS navigation system maps coupled
with real-time traffic information to attain optimal navigation sys-
tem directions. Map updates for both in-vehicle and portable navi-
gation devices are available at Navteq’s navigation.com website,
while Traffic.com offers the latest traffic information. 

“With the rising costs of fuel, now is the perfect time for driv-
ers to avoid traffic jams, find their fastest drive and purchase the
latest map update for their navigation systems,” says Navteq Vice
President Barry Glick.

Traffic.com Helps Gas-Conscious
Consumers with Simple Solutions

www.parkingtoday.com
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ell me the time a
person arrived, and I
can most likely find
their car.” Anthony

Squeo, manager of parking opera-
tions at Dodger Stadium, talks
about the new event parking for
Major League Baseball’s Dodgers.

“We have moved from the concept of
letting people park wherever they want to
a ‘theme park’ approach of showing them
where to park. It makes parking much eas-
ier at Dodger Stadium.”

Squeo, Senior Manager for Special
Events for Standard Parking has 13 years of event -parking experi-
ence. He arrived at the Dodgers just over four years ago when
major changes were in the offing for parking at the stadium.

“The first season we were there, we observed the current
operating plan. We were forced to redesign it to create much need-
ed spaces and to ease the flow in and out of the stadium. This was
both for current parking issues and for future development. To
date, we were able to add 3,000 parking spaces, which brought us
in at over 20,000 total. 

“In the next few years, new facilities
on our site are going to take up some of
the parking area,” Squeo said, and
although parking structures will be built,
during their construction, parking will be
constantly evolving.

“Admittedly, we had problems in the
beginning. We, as professional parking
operators, worked with a consulting firm
to determine the best operational plan,”
Squeo said. “We had to make adjustments
daily until we got it just where we wanted.
After a short while, things started smooth-
ing out. Anytime there is a major change,
there will be some confusion.”

The change was major. Before the
new parking plans at Dodger Stadium, fans parked wherever they
wanted. With the new plan, they park where they are directed, and
that location is based on their time of arrival and from which of the
four entrance plazas they come in.

“We have had great support from Dodger owner Frank
McCourt. His commitment to this project and the entire stadium is
unbelievable,” Squeo said. “(McCourt) spends hours with us in the
Parking Command Center watching traffic and giving his input,
suggestions and support. 

“The Parking Command Center was built for the sole purpose
of managing traffic and parking,” Squeo said. “There are six flat-
screen monitors and controls for 62 pan/tilt/zoom cameras strate-
gically located throughout the complex. Squeo can see his entire
domain and react quickly to issues almost before they arise.

“I can see all the parking operations and direct my staff, as
well as the 33 LA DOT officers outside the stadium, to adjust traf-
fic flows as needed. Additionally, we can ensure that fans are made
aware of any issues immediately. The local radio station KABC
actually broadcasts traffic for the LA area and specifically Dodger
Stadium on game days from within my control center,” Squeo said.
“They tell folks what’s going on as soon as we know about it.”

The high-tech command center was built with windows open-
ing directly onto the concourse so fans going to their seats can look
in and see the investment the Dodgers have made in parking con-
trols.

“We also know exactly how many cars we have in the facility
at all times with a state-of-the-art custom-built car counting and
revenue control system.”

Since some fans buy their parking as a part of their season
tickets or when they buy their parking online through Ticketmas-
ter, there are scanners that are on line in each cashier booth that
scan the pre-issued permits and ensure their validity.

“The key person in our operation is the traffic sorter,” Squeo
said. “He or she stands in the lanes directly after the cashier booths
and must almost instantly be able to tell whether or not a car is

BY JOHN VAN HORN

Together Like Hot Dog
BASEBALL AND PARKING

T“
(At this writing, the Dodgers had a mathematical chance of making the playoffs. If they
do, at least a few days in October will be busy ones for Anthony Squeo. Editor)

Payment is collected on Entry, and high end technology
ensures an accurate count.

Parking attendants direct cars to individual spaces at Dodger Stadium.



general parking, preferred parking, VIP or ADA. (The traffic
sorter) then directs them to the proper lane. If he or she misses,
and they seldom do, it can cause some unwinding to have to
take place.”

“We are extremely pleased with the way parking has
evolved over the past couple of years,” said Lon Rosenberg,
VP of Stadium Operations for the Dodgers. “It’s been a chal-
lenge, but a necessary one. And the Dodgers are concerned
about the fans. Every day we track how long it takes to empty
the lots. And every day the owner is interested in that number.
He is always looking to make it a bit better, saying, '...and shave
off another minute or two.'"

Squeo’s day starts about five to six hours before the first
pitch. His office is inside mobile structures at the edge of the
parking lots. His staff meets there before every game to sign
out equipment, uniforms and tickets, and to have a daily brief-
ing before they head out to their posts. By the time the gates
open, cars are lined up for what seems to be blocks long.

“The traffic depends on whom we are playing, the day of
the week and, of course, how well the Dodgers are doing. I can
usually, based on experience, tell how many cars we will have
come in and which entrance plazas will be heavily used,”
Squeo said.

“Fans are interesting to watch. Many come at the third
inning and leave by the seventh. Others arrive an hour before
the game and stay until the last out. Often if the game is one-
sided, exits will start early. I have seen the game turn around in
the last inning. A lot of folks missed the ending to a great
game.”

Parking at Dodger Stadium will be a challenge for Squeo
and his 150-plus staff members over the next few years, as the
Dodgers continue working on the “Next 50” plan, which
includes a new facility behind the centerfield fence and multi-
ple parking structures around the stadium. 
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s and Beer   A Fan’s Point of View
Diehard fan Ken Brown of Torrance has been a
Dodger season ticket holder for 28 years and has
been parking there just as long.

“Parking was easy before the change,” Brown said.
“You just parked near the entrance where your seats
were, and that was it. When the game was over, you
drove out.

“However, the new system took some getting used
to. Where you park now relates to the direction you
come from, not where your tickets are,” Brown said.
“Therefore, you have to know in advance the best
way to approach the stadium. If you come in the
wrong entrance, you may have to walk a long way to
your seats. We actually drive further than necessary
to get to the stadium, but it allows us to park closer
to our seats.

“People take time to adjust to change. After all, my
dad and I had been driving to Chavez Ravine (where
Dodger Stadium is located) for nearly 30 years. Sud-
denly, we were asked to do something different. We
adjusted, but a lot of people didn’t.

“What this means is that after the game, there are a
lot of people walking through the parking lots, get-
ting to their cars. Some are walking a long way. They
stop traffic crossing streets and hold up the cars exit-
ing. It takes longer to get out now than it did before,
and my observation is that the pedestrians cause
most of that hold up,” Brown said.

“If I could make one suggestion to the parking oper-
ators, it is that they should actually cut down on the
number of traffic directors on exit. Frankly, it seems
to me that they tend to slow down the process. 
They will stop traffic when only a couple of people
are waiting to cross, holding up hundreds of cars. At
a minimum, perhaps they should get some different
training.”

“I understand why they made the changes,” Brown
said. “Times change, they want to provide a better
experience to their fans, and they need the space.
It was different, over 50 years ago, when my dad
walked to see the Dodgers at Ebbets Field in
Brooklyn.”

Full disclosure:  Ken Brown is the husband of 
PT Art Director, Shelly Brown.

PT

Standard Parking Vice President Ed Simmons (l) and Senior Manager for Special
Events Anthony Squeo monitor traffic in the parking command center at Dodger
Stadium.
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e’ve all seen the opening credits to the
Jetsons and wished we could have a
cool flying car that can fold into a
briefcase. Now that future is finally

here. OK, maybe not that distant a future. But we
now have cars so small that you feel as if you are in
that suitcase. 

With the advent of A-segment vehicles into the U.S. mar-
ket, we now have the joy of driving such small cars as the Smart
ForTwo, which is a recent arrival in the U.S., and the not-much-
larger Mini Cooper. 

Because both cars are also fuel efficient, they are sold out
for months due to the onset of $4-per-gallon gas. Have we
reached a tipping point? Is it the death of the SUV and the pre-
eminence of the small car? It remains to be seen if it’s a fad or a
permanent shift in America’s buying habits. But one thing is for
certain: Domestic and foreign car makers are gearing up for per-
manently higher gasoline prices. 

What does the future portend?

Smart Cars and Other Hot Wheels
The Smart car is probably the most hyped vehicle of its

type (tiny, urban-runabout-size cars) to enter the U.S. market in
years. Its diminutive size is a huge factor. At 8-foot, 8 inches
long, it can fit sideways into a regular-size parking space. The
Honda Civic measures comparatively huge at nearly 14 feet, 9
inches long. And with a turning radius of 28 feet, the Smart car
can literally run rings around other cars — even the Civic needs
35.4’ feet,

With about twice the fuel economy of a full-size pickup or
SUV, these small cars are selling briskly, while large vehicles
fester on the lot. Don’t go redesigning those parking garages just

yet, though. At only about 30,000 sales per year, the Smart car is
still dwarfed in sales for one month by the Ford F150 (more than
40,000 per month for the latest figures). 

Even the Honda Fit, one the newest small-car darlings, is
selling at a clip of about 70,000 per year. Admittedly, if both of
these cars were easier to find, their selling numbers could be
greater. But they still wouldn’t approach the bestselling Civic
and Corolla at about 600,000 per year in the U.S. (about 50,000
per month). 

If anything, these numbers suggest a big gulf widening

The Car of the Future,
George Jetson Right A
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Is it the death of the SUV and the
pre-eminence of the small car?

between small cars on one end and large trucks on the other.
Recently, car sales had settled in the midsize segment, with such
stalwarts as the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry. Now the sales
numbers suggest that a return of the stalls for compact cars only
may be returning.

A- and B-segment vehicles are not available just from
Japanese and European companies. With the return of the Fiesta
to the American market, Ford will be the first domestic maker to
bring a Fit-size vehicle to the U.S. market. Chrysler should be
following soon with a car based on the Nissan Versa and one
worked on with the Chinese company Chery. General Motors
will not be left out of the party, with cars brought in based on
their European division vehicles.

Hybrids
The Toyota Prius has been the quintessential hybrid in the

American market. With a sales rate that could reach about



200,000 in the U.S. this year, it is far and away the most
popular hybrid. But it is still outsold by its corporate
cousins – the Corolla and Camry – and is nowhere near the
top 10 sellers of all automakers. 

Of course, other makers now sell hybrids in the U.S.,
such as the Chevrolet Silverado hybrid, Ford Escape hybrid
and Nissan Altima hybrid. Most of the competitive makes
do not use a dedicated platform as does the Prius to help
keep costs low. But as other makers dive into the market,
specialized hybrid-only models will multiply, and along
with that, sales volume. Some pundits speculate that hybrid
sales should reach about 1 million by 2012. 

What does this mean for the parking industry? Proba-
bly not much as of yet. Because of the wide variation in
models utilizing hybrid systems, the car/truck size of such
models will probably not affect the average vehicle size any
time soon. The Prius, for example, is 14 feet, 6 inches long
and 5 feet, 7 inches wide, or about the same size as Toyota’s
own Corolla at 14’, 8 inches long and 5 feet, 8 inches wide.
But as is common with vehicles these days, the next gener-
ation will grow slightly to accommodate American’s ever-
widening waistlines. 

Plug-in Hybrids
Plug-in hybrids appear to be the future of automobile

technology. General Motors, Ford and Toyota have
announced the inclusion of this type of technology into
their future vehicles. Plug-in hybrids use a combination of
battery-powered electric motors with range-extending gaso-
line or diesel engines for long trips. GM, for example, has
committed to bringing its Chevy Volt onto the American
stage before the end of 2010. 

The Volt is planned to have an electric-only range of
about 40 miles before the gas engine kicks in. It will accept
a standard 110-volt household plug or 220-volt system for
charging. The 220-volt system could possibly cut the charge
time to three hours from six hours. An upcoming version of
the Saturn Vue will have a similar system based on its two-
mode hybrid system.

Toyota’s upcoming system for its Prius automobile is
rumored to have an optional solar panel on the roof to
charge it while it waits in the sun. The Prius is also rumored
to come as a plug-in one of its future incarnations.

Because about 75% of the American population drives
less than 40 miles per day, in some of these vehicles, users
will see the use of no gasoline at all during their daily com-
mute. This could bring back the use of the personal car for
commuting, which many have all but abandoned to taking
the bus or train due to high gas costs.

The electrification of automobiles will present its own
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Help Protect Your Investment with Cryotech Non-Chloride Based Deicers.

set of opportunities / problems for the parking industry. Adding
110- or 220-volt plug-in systems to the parking facility’s infra-
structure could be done to promote these types of systems or as
incentive to park in their facility over competitive facilities.
Parking on the roof may no longer be a punishment for some
users if they could simultaneously charge their cars via built-in
solar panels. But as with small cars, I wouldn’t go radically
redesigning your parking facilities just yet. GM plans on mak-
ing just 10,000 units the first year to test the systems and keep
high initial costs under control. 

The Dinosaurs
Like the giant dinosaurs of the past, the giant trucks and

SUVs are undergoing a quick die-off as people convert to more
efficient cars and crossovers. Ford will convert three truck facto-
ries to make small cars. Nissan is going to sell rebadged Dodges
and convert its truck factory to commercial truck production.
Toyota is consolidating its truck production in one factory. GM
will close four truck/SUV plants by 2010. 

That is a lot of production capacity taken off-line. But unlike
the dinosaur, there will still be plenty of capacity left, and
trucks/SUVs will retain a relatively large chunk of overall mar-
ket share. As of June 2008, light trucks still held a 44% market
share versus 50% just a year ago – a drop of 6%. Despite this
drop, trucks still represent a hefty share of the market and should
still have a relatively large presence for the years to come.

The Car of the Future, or Was George Jetson Right All Along?
from Page 31

The Flying Car 
Yes, people are working on George Jetson’s flying car. The

Moller International Skycar is already accepting deposits on its
flying car. Of course, this version is not really fit for parking in
the company garage, but should be able to fit into your home’s
garage – if you can fly it from your driveway! 

The future is here, or nearly so. Americans are undergoing
a serious gut check on their vehicle choices, and the car compa-
nies are taking it on the chin as a result. But it will take years of
high gas prices before it materially affects the vehicle mix
enough to redesign parking facilities to meet the new reality. 

Matthew L. Feagins, a Principal with Walter P Moore, is a member
of the National Parking Association’s Parking Consultants Council.
He can be reached at mfeagins@walterpmoore.com.
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